SpeakerLDA: Discovering Topics in Transcribed Multi-Speaker Audio Contents
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ABSTRACT

Topic models such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] have been extensively used for characterizing text collections according to the topics discussed in documents. Organizing documents according to topic can be applied to different information access tasks such as document clustering, content-based recommendation or summarization. Spoken documents such as podcasts typically involve more than one speaker (e.g., meetings, interviews, chat shows or news with reporters). This paper presents a work-in-progress based on a variation of LDA that includes in the model the different speakers participating in conversational audio transcripts. Intuitively, each speaker has her own background knowledge which generates different topic and word distributions. We believe that informing a topic model with speaker segmentation (e.g., using existing speaker diarization techniques) may enhance discovery of topics in multi-speaker audio content.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.5.1 [Multimedia Information Systems]: H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In the last decade, probabilistic generative models such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] have been proposed to characterize a document collection covering the topics underlying that collection. Thus, topic models have been adapted to incorporate information which is complementary to the lexical representation of documents such as time [1, 29] or author [24].

LDA and variations of it have been successfully applied in different information access tasks, including opinion mining and sentiment analysis [5, 31], topic detection [1, 23, 29], collaborative filtering [28] and word sense disambiguation [4]. Topic models have also been used to characterize audio content, particularly in the tasks of language model adaptation for speech recognition [10, 17] and topic segmentation [9, 12, 21].

We believe that topic models can be applied effectively to enhance access of spoken documents over an audio channel. There is an increasing consumption of spoken documents such as podcasts.¹ We hypothesize that incorporating intrinsic characteristics of such documents in topic models will improve the discovery of topics.

Not only is the use and production of spoken content growing, novel hands-free and eyes-free interfaces are being developed for the visually impaired² as well as for smart-phones and wearable accessories such as smart-watches. In such a context, clustering spoken documents according to topics could have application for presenting search results via a speech interface or to retrieve or cluster a set of podcasts on a given topic.

This paper presents a work in progress that proposes SpeakerLDA, an adaptation of LDA allowing for different speakers participating in multi-speaker spoken documents (e.g., interviews, chat shows or meetings). The intuition behind SpeakerLDA is that when the speaker is differentiated explicitly from the corresponding part of the audio, the model would be more accurate in discovering the underlying topics in the spoken document. For instance, the expert invited to a chat show may use terms specific to their field while the host may use more generic terms.

In this paper we describe the proposed topic model and identify possible applications that may benefit from using topic models. In this context, our long-term research question is as follows:

What is the impact in terms of effectiveness of adding speaker information into a topic model when compared to traditional LDA?²

A few assumptions are made in this work. Firstly, note that our aim is to discover topics at a document level (e.g., “Most probable topics for document d are z_1, z_2 and z_3”) rather than trying to automatically segment spoken documents according to speakers or topics [9, 21]. Secondly, our topic model relies on a textual representation of spoken documents. For now, we assume that spoken documents are transcribed (either manually or by using Automatic Speech Recognition) and segmented according to speakers by using existing speaker diarization³ techniques [25].

We next describe the proposed topic model SpeakerLDA. Some possible applications of topic models for accessing media content

¹http://www.edisonresearch.com/podcast-share-of-ear/
³Diarization is the task of automatically segmenting a spoken audio into homogeneous partitions according to speaker identity.
in audio channels are then presented in Section 3. We conclude and present future work in Section 4.

2. SpeakerLDA

Our proposed topic model consists of incorporating information about the speaker that participates in each segment of a spoken document. Differentiating between words generated by each speaker may enhance the model to obtain more representative topics.

Figure 1 shows the plate notation of LDA and SpeakerLDA. As a generative probabilistic model, LDA (Fig. 1(a)) tries to explain the observable variables of words \( w \) in a vocabulary \( V \) that occur in each document \( d \) in \( D \) by fitting the hidden variables \( \theta_d \) and \( z_w \), which are hyper-parametrized by \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), respectively. The variable \( \theta_d \) represents the multinomial distribution of \( k \) dimensions of topics in document \( d \), while \( z_w \) represents the topic assigned to a given word \( w \) from a multinomial distribution over words.

SpeakerLDA (Fig. 1(b)) is an adaptation of the LDA model for documents that can be segmented according to the different speakers. Here, each speaker \( s \in S \) has her own topic distribution \( \theta_{ds} \). That is, segments of a document associated with different speakers follow a different topic distribution.

Algorithm 1 sketches the generative process of SpeakerLDA.

Algorithm 1: Generative process for SpeakerLDA.

1: for document \( d \) in corpus \( D \) do
2:   for speaker \( s \) in \( S_d \) do
3:     Obtain pseudo-document \( d_s \) as the concatenated segments of \( d \) generated by speaker \( s \)
4:     Choose \( \theta_{ds} \sim \text{Dirichlet}(\alpha) \)
5:     for position \( w \) in \( d_s \) do
6:       Choose a topic \( z_w \sim \text{Multinomial}(\theta_{ds}) \)
7:       Choose a word \( w \) from \( p(w|z_w, \beta) \), a multinomial distribution over words conditioned on the topic \( z_w \) and the prior \( \beta \)
8:   end for
9: end for
10: end for

Each document \( d \) can be seen as a composition of pseudo-documents \( d_s \), as the concatenated segments of \( d \) that have been generated by speaker \( s \). For each speaker \( s \in S_d \), the corresponding pseudo-document \( d_s \) is obtained (line 3). The same generative process as in LDA is then carried out. A document-speaker-specific topic distribution \( \theta_{ds} \) is chosen by a Dirichlet distribution with prior \( \alpha \) (line 4). \( \theta_{ds} \) represents the topic distribution from which the speaker \( s \) chooses the topic used to generate each spoken word of document \( d \). Therefore, from \( \theta_{ds} \), the words in the different positions of \( d_s \) are generated (line 5). First, a topic indicator \( z_w \) is sampled from the multinomial distribution over topics (line 6); second, a word is chosen from a multinomial distribution over words conditioned on the topic \( z_w \) and the hyper-parameter \( \beta \) (line 7). As a result, the word-topic and document-topic distributions that generated the different pseudo-documents \( d_s \) are returned by the model.

In practice, SpeakerLDA is equivalent to splitting transcripts of spoken documents \( d \in D \) according to their corresponding speakers \( s \in S_d \) and running LDA over the collection of pseudo-documents \( d_s \). In other words, it can be seen as adding an additional pre-processing step to the collection before running LDA. Therefore, the same sampling methods such as Gibbs sampling—and likewise, existent LDA implementations such as MALLET [18]—can be used to perform SpeakerLDA.

Note that SpeakerLDA returns a topic distribution for each speaker in the document. The topic distribution \( \theta_{ds} \) for a given document \( d \) could be obtained by combining the probabilities of each dimension of the vectors \( \theta_{ds} \) for the speakers \( s \in S_d \) via:

\[
\theta_{ds} = \left\{ \sum_s \lambda_s \cdot \theta_{ds,i} \mid i \in 1..k \right\}
\]

where \( k \) is the total number of topics, \( \theta_{ds,i} \) is the probability of the \( i \)-th topic in the distribution \( \theta_{ds} \) for speaker \( s \) in document \( d \), and \( \lambda_s \) represents the weight associated to speaker \( s \), with \( \sum_s \lambda_s = 1 \). By default, this weight corresponds to the proportion of the document associated to the speaker. However, it can be used to explicitly give more importance to some speakers than others. For instance, it allows one to specify that the invited expert in a discussion has more impact on the final topic distribution of the document than the moderator of the discussion.

3. APPLICATIONS AND EVALUATION

We present tasks—related to accessing media on audio-channels—to which topic models could be applied. In particular, we describe the tasks of content-based recommendation for podcasts (Section 3.1) and search result clustering (Section 3.2). Section 3.3 then discusses an evaluation framework for addressing our research questions.

3.1 Content-based Recommendation of Podcasts

Consider a user that consumes podcasts via an audio-only channel. Analogously to services such as YouTube, which suggests the next video to be played after the video that the user is watching, the system may recommend a similar audio to keep the user playing content. Here, the item to be recommended would be the closest document according to a given similarity function. One possible way to compute document similarity is to consider the topics assigned to the documents.

Comparing the topic distributions \( \theta_{ds}, \theta_{d'} \) over two given documents \( d, d' \)—for instance, by computing Hellinger distance [19] or cosine similarity between the vectors inferred by a topic model—may enhance content-based recommendation or provide a complementary similarity function that could be combined with term overlap or recency.

In the specific case of multi-speaker content, we believe that SpeakerLDA may obtain better topic representations, since it incorporates additional information over standard LDA.

3.2 Clustering for Search Result Presentation in Speech Interfaces

It is difficult to convey large amounts of information via speech without overloading a user’s short-term memory [13, 26]. This is due to the nature of the spoken channel, where information can only be delivered sequentially. Therefore, presenting long lists of search results sequentially over a speech interface is unviable [22].

Since users often struggle with information overload [20], an alternative method to presenting results in a flat list is to cluster results [16]. Documents are grouped or clustered based on document similarities; thus, clusters maximize the coverage of the information space, allowing users to understand the important concepts as well as potential relationships between the search results [20].

Aggregating documents according to topic similarity may improve the application of current strategies for information presentation in dialog systems [8]. In particular, SpeakerLDA may out-
perform existing topic models when applied to clustering search results in the context of multi-speaker podcast search.

Note that how to label topics is a collateral—and still open—problem to discovering topics [14] and little has been done on presenting topics in a speech interface.

3.3 Evaluation Framework

We now discuss factors that should be taken into account to measure the effectiveness of SpeakerLDA and its application to the tasks explained above. In terms of quantitative evaluation, topic models are typically evaluated by either computing intrinsic metrics of the model in an unseen set of documents [27, 29] or applied to external information access tasks such as information retrieval [30] or topic detection [23]. Measuring the human interpretability of topic distributions is itself also challenging [15, 27].

Comparing topic models to a manually annotated topic ground truth would give us better understanding of their effectiveness and their possible applications to clustering or recommendation tasks. Consider a collection of spoken documents which are manually assigned to a given set of topics. A topic distribution generated by a model can be translated to topic assignment by applying thresholds (e.g., document \(d\) belongs to topics in \(\theta_d\) with probability greater than \(\gamma\)) or defining a similarity measure [19] to feed a clustering algorithm. Assigning documents to topics can be seen as clustering with an overlap, where each cluster corresponds to a different topic. In this context, metrics that quantify the precision and recall of clustering relationships can be applied [2].

A test collection must satisfy the following properties in order to be able to measure differences between our approach and existent topic models:

A. Each topic is discussed in two or more documents. If the ground truth does not contain topic relationships between documents, relationships captured by topic models cannot be evaluated.

B. Include spoken documents with two or more speakers. Note that if none of the documents include multiple speakers, performing SpeakerLDA for discovering topics would be equivalent to using LDA.

We now analyze the suitability of two annotated corpora available: the Fisher corpus [7] and AMI corpus [6].

The LDC Fisher corpus [7] comprises 5,850 transcribed telephone conversations between two subjects, each lasting up to 10 minutes. Participants typically do not know each other and, for each call, they are asked to speak on an assigned topic from a list of around forty topics such as “Pets”, “Family” or “Movies”.

The Augmented Multi-party Interaction (AMI) corpus [6]. The AMI corpus comprises 100 hours of recorded meetings where participants play different roles in both real and elicited scenario-driven meetings. In addition to audio, the AMI corpus collects video, slides, and textual information. Audio is manually annotated with transcriptions, including speaker segmentation. Transcripts are segmented according to topics and subtopics. Since meetings typically contain more than two topic segments and assuming that documents share some topic/subtopics in common (i.e., satisfies condition A), we believe that the AMI corpus is likely more suitable for studying the effectiveness of SpeakerLDA.

An alternative to the Fisher corpus is the Augmented Multi-party Interaction (AMI) corpus [6]. The AMI corpus comprises 100 hours of recorded meetings where participants play different roles in both real and elicited scenario-driven meetings. In addition to audio, the AMI corpus collects video, slides, and textual information. Audio is manually annotated with transcriptions, including speaker segmentation. Transcripts are segmented according to topics and subtopics. Since meetings typically contain more than two topic segments and assuming that documents share some topic/subtopics in common (i.e., satisfies condition A), we believe that the AMI corpus is likely more suitable for studying the effectiveness of SpeakerLDA.

Further, speakers in the AMI corpus are assigned to play certain roles in a meeting, e.g., industrial designer, interface designer, marketing, or project manager. Conflating all speakers in the corpus who are playing the same role and then running SpeakerLDA may also improve discovery of the underlying topics in the meetings.

Nevertheless, having manual transcripts of the spoken documents will allow us to measure the effectiveness of running topic models over perfect segmented transcripts and thereby measure the robustness of different topic models against recognition errors.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We introduced SpeakerLDA, a topic model adapted to consider the speaker that generates each part of a multi-speaker document. Intuitively, each speaker has her own background knowledge, which generates different topic and word distributions. We believe that explicitly informing the model with speaker segmentation may improve the effectiveness of discovering topics in conversational audio content such as podcasts or meetings.

Immediate future work comprises developing an experimental setup that considers the AMI corpus as a test collection and compares the proposed approach with existing topic models. Moreover, we plan to study the impact of running topic models over noisy transcripts due to Automatic Speech Recognition and speaker identification errors. Future work includes an extension of the model to incorporate cross-document speaker identification (i.e., multiple documents with the same speaker in common) which would enable,
for example, modeling the host and different guests that participate in a collection of podcast episodes.
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